
CREATING A 
TRAFFIC MODEL IN 

NET LOGO



NETLOGO BASICS
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•  Tabs - Interface, Info, Code 

•  World agent 

•  Turtles 

•  Patches 

•  Interface characteristics - size 

•  x & y coordinate grid with 0,0 at center 

•  ability to wrap  



START A NEW PROJECT & SET-UP WORLD
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•  Open NetLogo, click on File and choose New.  Name your new project with your 
name and Traffic Model and Save (to your flash drive). 

•  Click on Settings, change:   

•  min pxcor to -25 (negative 25) and the  

•  max pxcor to 25.   

•  Be sure “world wraps horizontally” box is checked, and click OK.   

•  Use the ADD button to create two buttons:  setup, and go.  When creating go, check 
the forever box.   



Start with TO SETUP, end with END. 

First command is to clear out whatever happened when we last ran the 
program:  CLEAR-ALL 

Next, we want to write procedures to setup the road and the cars:   

Ask the patches to SETUP-ROAD 

SETUP-CARS  

We will want a graph later, so setup command needs to RESET TICKS 

Notice different colors of text - to and end in green, reset ticks in blue 

CODE FOR SETUP BUTTON



So far, your code looks like this: 

INTRODUCTION TO NETLOGO



SETUP-ROAD
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•  Use a conditional - If statement - with the command in brackets 

•  If the patches are between 2 and negative 2 on the y axis, we want 
them to be white.  (p stands for patch, ycor for y-coordinate, and use 
the < and > signs) 

•  Code should look like this: 



CHECK CODE AFTER EACH STEP
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Save your model, then use the check button at the top to look for errors.  You should see an error message because we haven’t defined how to SETUP-CARS yet - so, put a SEMI-COLON before SETUP-CARS - this makes it a comment that the computer doesn’t read.   

Push the check button again - if nothing happens, go to the interface tab and push setup, to check that your code is working.   



Now your interface should look something like this: 

 

 

 

  

 The go button is red, because we haven’t written any code for it yet.   

INTRODUCTION TO NETLOGO



Write a procedure (to, end) to create 25 agents (turtles) 

Use these commands: 

set-default-shape turtles "car" 

create-turtles 25 

 [        ;You need this bracket to describe the turtles - all this code needs to 
be inside the brackets

  set color blue 

  set xcor random-xcor 

  set heading 90 

]         ;An open bracket must always have a close bracket

SETUP-CARS



CHECK CODE - HOW DO CARS LOOK?
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Check your code (with check-box, and then setup on Interface) 

What do you see? 

Write a procedure named separate-cars (to, end) and call it inside the 
brackets in your setup-cars procedure 



SEPARATING CARS ON SET-UP
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Your code should read: 

to separate-cars 
 if any? other turtles-here 
   [ 
   forward 1 
       separate-cars 
   ] 
end 

How will this work?  Check that cars are setting up correctly now. 



MAKE A SAMPLE CAR 
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To make it easier to watch one car, create a sample car.   

At the very top of your code, create a global variable:  

globals            ;;notice this is in green

[

  sample-car 

] 



MAKE A SAMPLE CAR 
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A global variable tells the world agent that we want to create a thing 
called a “sample car.”  

On a new line inside your setup code, type:  watch sample-car

In your setup-cars code, OUTSIDE the brackets but before the END, 
type this code:   

  set sample-car one-of turtles 

  ask sample-car [ set color red ] 

Save your project, go back to the Interface, and see what happens.   



SET UP CAR SPEED
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Next, we need to give the turtles (cars) an agent variable called speed.  Near the 
top of your code (just below the end bracket of the global variable), type:   

turtles-own 

[ 

  speed 

] 
  



Now that we have a speed variable, we need to give 
the turtles an initial random speed.  Type this code 
inside the brackets in your setup-cars procedure   

set speed 0.1 + random-float 0.9 
What does that mean? 

SET CAR SPEED



CONGRATULATIONS!
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You are finished with the setup and background procedures code.  

Review: 
Concepts Types NetLogo 

commands

agents
turtle
patch
world

ask-turtles
ask-patches

variables
global
agent 
(turtle)

conditionals if
ifelse

procedures to
end

Tabs
Interface

Info
Code



We are going to create a local variable, that will apply 
only in the procedure where we are going to call it.  
Inside the go procedure, type: 

ask turtles

[

 let car-ahead one-of turtles-on patch-ahead 1

]

Why do we need to ask the turtles to do this? 

LOCAL VARIABLE



LOCAL VARIABLE CONTINUED
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Now that we have defined what car-ahead means, we can use it to tell 
cars to speed up or slow down depending on whether there is a car 
ahead.  First, we need to ask if there is a car-ahead: 

         ifelse car-ahead != nobody 
Then, we can call procedures - first if the answer to our question is yes, 
second if it is no 

      [ slow-down-car car-ahead ] 

      [ speed-up-car ]  



LOCAL VARIABLE CONTINUED - NEW 
PROCEDURES
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Create procedures named  

slow-down-car [car-ahead] and  

speed-up-car.  

The first should read: 

to slow-down-car [ car-ahead ]  

    set speed [ speed ] of car-ahead - 0.025 

end 



LOCAL VARIABLE CONTINUED - NEW 
PROCEDURES
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The second procedure is easier - how should we tell 
the car to speed up?   

to speed-up-car turtle procedure 
   ??? 

end 

Note:  we want the car to speed up 1/5 as slowly as 
it slows down. 



CHANGE THE NUMBER OF CARS
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Now that our model is working, how can we use it to run 
an experiment?   

On the Interface create a slider button, name it number-
of-cars, and set it to allow between 1 and 41 cars.   

Where do we need to change the code so the slider 
controls the number of cars that are created? (Hint:  you 
will use the name of the slider instead of a number in 
your code) 



CREATE A GRAPH
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We can run experiments with the number of cars, but need a graph to 
see what’s happening.  Create a graph on the interface, and set it as 
follows:  



CONGRATULATIONS!
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You are finished with the basic model.  

Review: Concepts Types NetLogo 
commands

agents
turtle
patch
world

ask-turtles
ask-patches

variables
global
agent 
(turtle)
local

conditionals if
ifelse

procedures to
end

Tabs
Interface

Info
Code


